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 .  . Let k be any field, s s a g GL k , K [ k x rx , ??? , x ri j 1F i, jF nq1 nq1 1 nq1 n
.x , y ry , ??? , y ry a field extension of transcendence degree 2n over k.nq 1 1 nq1 n nq1
The diagonal action of s on K is defined as
nq1 nq1
s x rx s a x a x , .  j nq1 i j i i , nq1 i
is1 is1
nq1 nq1
s y ry s a y a y . .  j nq1 i j i i , nq1 i
is1 is1
THEOREM. There exist z ,???, z g K such that K s k x rx , ??? , x rx ,1 n 1 nq1 n nq1
.  .  . s:z ,???, z and s z s z for 1 F i F n. In particular, if k x rx ,???, x rx1 n i i 1 nq1 n nq1
 .  s:is rational s purely transcendental over k, so is K over k. Q 1998 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let k be any field, which will be fixed throughout this paper.
Suppose that V is a finite-dimensional vector space over k with dim Vk
s n and G is a group of k-linear automorphisms acting on V. Thus G acts
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 .on S V , the symmetric algebra of V; this action induces an action of G
 .onS V [ V by the diagonal actions. More explicitly, we may find a basis
 . w xx ,???, x , y ,???, y of V [ V such that S V [ V , k x ,???, x , y ,???, y1 n 1 n 1 n 1 n
 . n  .the polynomial ring of 2n variables over k and s x s  a x , s yj is1 i j i j
n  .s  a y where s g G and a is the matrix associated to sis1 i j i i j 1F i, jF n
with respect to the basis x ,???, x of V . Strictly speaking,1 n
 4x ,???, x , y ,???, y is a basis of V * [ V *, the dual space of V [ V. But it1 n 1 n
 4seems harmless that we ``identify'' x ,???, x , y ,???, y as a basis of V [ V1 n 1 n
.throughout our discussion.
wWe may want to understand the ring of invariants k x , ??? , x , y ,???,1 n 1
xG  w x  . 4y [ f g k x ,???, x , y ,???, y : s f s f for any s g G in terms ofn 1 n 1 n
w xGthe knowledge of k x ,???, x . One may wonder how we can ``simplify''1 n
the diagonal action. For example, can we ``neglect'' the effect of the action
w xon the second factor? That is, can we find z ,???, z g k x ,???, x , y ,???, y1 n 1 n 1 n
 . w xsuch that s z s z for any s g G, 1 F i F n, and k x ,???, x , y ,???, yi i 1 n 1 n
w xs k x ,???, x , z ,???, z ? Working on some easy examples, it is clear that1 n 1 n
the above naive question is almost hopeless. In fact, it is well known that in
w xGorder to construct a set of generators of k x ,???, x , y ,???, y from that1 n 1 n
w xG of k x ,???, x , some polarization process should be used. See, for1 n
w x .example, W, pp. 36]39; HuK, Theorem 3.7 .
The situation becomes completely different if we consider the diagonal
action of the free join of a rational function field with itself. Thus, let G be
 .a group of k-linear automorphisms on k x ,???, x , the rational function1 n
field of n variables over k. Consider the diagonal action of G on
 .k x ,???, x , y ,???, y , the rational function field of 2n variables over k,1 n 1 n
 .  .  .  .  .defined by s y s f y ,???, y if s x s f x ,???, x where f x ,???, xj j 1 n j j 1 n j 1 n
 .g k x ,???, x . Previous results along this line are the following1 n
THEOREM 1.1. If G is a finite group, then there exist z ,???, z g1 n
 .k x ,???, x , y ,???, y such that1 n 1 n
k x ,???, x , y ,???, y s k x ,???, x , z ,???, z .  .1 n 1 n 1 n 1 n
and
s z s z for any s g G, 1 F i F n. .i i
w x  : THEOREM 1.2 HKh, Theorem 3 . If G s s is a cyclic group whose
.  . n  .  .order may be infinite and s x s  a x where a g GL k ,j is1 i j i i j 1F i, jF n n
 .then there exist z ,???, z g k x ,???, x , y ,???, y such that1 n 1 n 1 n
k x ,???, x , y ,???, y s k x ,???, x , z ,???, z .  .1 n 1 n 1 n 1 n
and
s z s z for 1 F i F n. .i i
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Note that Theorem 1.1 is a consequence of the following
w xTHEOREM 1.3 HK, Theorem 1 . Let G be a finite group acting on
 .L x ,???, x , the rational function field of m ¨ariables o¨er a field L. Suppose1 m
that
 .  .i for any s g G, s L ; L;
 .ii the restriction of the actions of G to L is faithful, i.e., the induced
 .homomorphism G ª Aut L is injecti¨ e;
 .iii for any s g G,
s x . x1 1
s x . x2 2s A s q B s , .  .. .. .. . 0 0 xs x m .m
 .  .  .where A s g GL L and B s is an m = 1 matrix over L.m
Then, by some affine change of variables
m
z [ a x q b for 1 F j F m ,j i j i j
is1
 .  .where a g GL L and b g L, we havei j 1F i, jF m m j
L x ,???, x s L z ,???, z , .  .1 m 1 m
and
s z s z for any s g G, 1 F j F m. .j j
w xFrom the proof of HK, Theorem 1 we may take b s 0 for 1 F j F mj
 .whenever B s s 0 for all s g G.
The main result of this paper is to show that the effect of the second
factor in the diagonal action can be ``neglected'' for a projective linear
automorphism. Namely,
 .  . THEOREM 1.4. Let s s a g GL k , k x ,???, x ,i j 1F i, jF nq1 nq1 1 nq1
.y ,???, y the function field of 2n q 2 ¨ariables o¨er k and1 nq1
nq1 nq1
s x s a x , s y s a y .  . j i j i j i j i
is1 is1
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for 1 F j F n q 1. Then there exist z ,???, z g k x rx ,???, x rx , y r1 n 1 nq1 n nq1 1
.y ,???, y ry such thatnq1 n nq1
k x rx ,???, x rx , y ry ,???, y ry .1 nq1 n nq1 1 nq1 n nq1
s k x rx ,???, x rx , z ,???, z .1 nq1 n nq1 1 n
and
s z s z for 1 F i F n. .i i
From Theorem 1.4, we can deduce Theorem 1.2 and the ``negligibility''
of an affine linear automorphism. Therefore we conclude that the ``negligi-
bility'' is valid for a linearraffine linearrprojective linear automorphism.
We remark the ``negligibility'' is crucial to determine whether the fixed
field of a rational function field under a finite group action is rational
w x w xHK . In fact, Theorem 1.4 will be used in a forthcoming paper AHK .
We should like to remark that in Theorem 1.4, it is unnecessary to
assume that the field k is algebraically closed. In fact, it is the explicit and
laborious construction of Galois descent that is used to prove this result.
 .  :On the other hand, if the possibly infinite cyclic group s in Theorem
 .1.4 is replaced by a finite subgroup G in GL k , then the samenq1
w xconclusion is valid by HK, Theorem 19 . Thus the importance of Theorem
1.4 arises when the automorphism s is of infinite order.
The organization of this paper is as follows. We shall define the
terminology and notations in Section 2. Note that the notations used in
w xthis paper are somewhat different from those in H1, H2, HKh . In Section
3 some results which are of independent interests are established. In
 .particular, if s, t g PGL V , Theorems 3.4 and 3.6 provide sufficient
  ..condition for s and t being conjugate as automorphisms on k P V . The
main result of this paper, i.e., Theorem 1.4, is proved in Section 4.
2. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATIONS
For emphasis, recall that k is any field. It is unnecessary to assume that
char k s 0 or k is algebraically closed. Let V [ [d k ? e be a d-iis1
dimensional vector space over k.
 .  .DEFINITION 2.1. We define k V [ k e ,???, e , the rational function1 d
  ..  .field of d variables over k, k P V [ k e re , e re ,???, e re , the1 d 2 d dy1 d
rational function field of d y 1 variables over k.
 .  .Let s g GL V which is isomorphic to GL k when we choose a basisd
 .of V, say, e ,???, e . Clearly s induces a k-linear automorphism on k V . It1 d
  ..also induces a k-linear automorphism on k P V ; we call such an auto-
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  ..morphism a projective linear automorphism on k P V . If t is a k-linear
 .  . dautomorphism on k V such that t e s  a e q b wherej is1 i j i j
 .  .a g GL k and b g k, then t is called an affine automorphismi j 1F i, jF n d j
 .on k V .
 .  .DEFINITION 2.2. Let a g GL V . The linear automorphism on k V
 :induced by a will be denoted by s a ; the projective linear automor-
  ..  :phism on k P V induced by a will be denoted by p a .
 . w x  .DEFINITION 2.3. Let f T g k T be of degree d with f 0 / 0 and
 :c g k. We shall denote by f , c the affine automorphism s on k [ V
defined as
s : e ¬ e ¬ ??? ¬ e , f s e s c. .  .1 2 d 1
 .:  :  .Now s f , c will denote the extension of f , c to k V .
 :  :When c s 0, we shall simply write f for f , c . When it is clear from
 : the contex, we shall understand f , c as an automorphism k-linear, of
.  .course! on a rational function field of d s deg f variables over k
defined by this way.
 .Note that a general affine automorphism t on k V can be written as
 :the form f , c provided that the minimal polynomial f of ``the linear
 .part'' of t equals its characteristic polynomial. Suppose that t e sj
d  . a e q b . By the rational canonical form of the matrix a ,is1 i j i j i j 1F i, jF n
we may find u ,???, u g V and b ,???, b g k such that k [ V s k [ d k1 d 1 d is1
 .  . .  .? u and s u s u q b for 1 F i F d y 1 and f s u s b where f Ti i iq1 i 1 d
 .  .is the characteristic polynomial of a . Now, define ¨ [ u , ¨ [ s ¨i j 1 1 iq1 i
 . .  :for 1 F i F d y 1, c [ f s ¨ s b . Then s s f , c with respect to the1 d
basis ¨ , ¨ ,???, ¨ .1 2 d
 .DEFINITION 2.4. Let a g GL V and V s V [ V [ ??? [ V where1 2 m
 .  . w xa V ; V for 1 F j F m. Let f T g k T be the characteristic polyno-j j j
 .mial of the restriction of a to V . In case f T is also the minimalj j
polynomial of the restriction of a to V , we shall writej
 :  :  :a s f ,???, f or a s f [ ??? [ f1 m 1 m
 .   ..in this situation. In the case of k V or k P V , we shall write
 :  :s a s s f ,???, f ,1 m
 :  :p s s p f ,???, f .1 m
Similarly, in the case of an affine automorphism a on k [ V, if
 :  :  : a s f , c [ f , c [ ??? [ f , c we leave the interpretation of1 1 2 2 m m
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 :  : .the notation f , c [ ??? [ f , c to the reader , then we write1 1 m m
 :  :s a s s f , c ,???, f , c . .  .1 1 m m
DEFINITION 2.5. If K and K are finitely generated extension fields of1 2
k, we shall denote by K ) K or K ) K , if the ground field k is clear1 k 2 1 2
. w xfrom the contex the free join of K and K over k ZS, Chap. 2, Sect. 15 .1 2
 .When K and K are rational s purely transcendental over k, we may1 2
 .  .describe K ) K more explicitly. If K s k x ,???, x , K s k y ,???, y1 k 2 1 1 n 2 1 m
 .where x ,???, x resp. y ,???, y are algebraically independent over k, then1 n 1 m
 .K ) K , k x ,???, x , y ,???, y the rational function field of n q m1 k 2 1 n 1 m
variables over k.
DEFINITION 2.6. If s is a k-linear automorphism on K for 1 F i F 2,i i
then s )s will denote the induced automorphism on K ) K .1 2 1 k 2
DEFINITION 2.7. Let K and K be two field extensions of k, s and s1 2 1 2
be automorphisms on K and K , respectively. We shall call K equivari-1 2 1
ant to K , if there is an isomorphism F from K onto K so that2 1 2
s s F ? s ? Fy1 ; we shall denote this situation by s , s .2 1 1 2
 .  :  :  :Thus, if a g GL V for 1 F i F 2, then s a [ a , s a )s ai i 1 2 1 2
where a [ a is the automorphism on V [ V , whose restriction to V is1 2 1 2 i
a for 1 F i F 2.i
When K is a rational function field of n variables over k, we shall
denote the identity automorphism on K by I or I if no confusion mayn
arise. Thus the statement of Theorem 1.4 may be rephrased as: If a g
 .  :  :  :GL V , then p a )p a , p a ) I.
Finally we recall the definition of the inseparability degree of an
 . w xirreducible polynomial. Let f T g k T be an irreducible polynomial. If
 .char k s 0, then we say that the inseparability degree of f T is 1. If
 . w xchar k s p ) 0 and there is a separable polynomial g T g k T so that
 .  q.f T s g T where q is some power of p, then the inseparability degree
 .of f T is q.
3. PROJECTIVE LINEAR AUTOMORPHISMS
In this section and the next section, V will denote a finite-dimensional
vector space over k.
LEMMA 3.1. If i G j, then
i j i
s T y 1 )s T y 1 , s T y 1 ) I , :  :  : .  .  .
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and
i j i
s T y 1 , 1 )s T y 1 , 1 , s T y 1 , 1 ) I. :  :  : .  .  .
w xProof. Apply H1, Lemma 1 . The details are left to the reader.
Recall the definition of Galois modules. Let k be a finite Galois
extension of k with Galois group G. Let W be a finite-dimensional vector
space over k. Suppose that G acts on W. Then W is called a Galois
 .  .  .G-module if it satisfies the property s l ? w s s l ? s w for any s g G,
l g k, w g W.
w xTHEOREM 3.2 D, Theorem 1, p. 36 . If W is a Galois G-module, then
G G   . 4W s k ? W where W [ w g W: s w s w for any s g G .
 .  .THEOREM 3.3. Let s g GL V and V s W [ U so that s W ; W and
 .s U ; U. Denote by s and s the restriction of s to W and U, respecti¨ ely.W U
 . w xSuppose that the minimal polynomial f T g k T of s di¨ ides that of s .U W
Then
M :  :p s , p s )s T y 1 ) I : .W
for some M.
Moreo¨er, if we write
n jq jf T s P T , .  . 4 j
j
 q j. w xwhere n G 1, P T g k T is monic irreducible with inseparability degreej j
q , thenj
 4M s max q n .j j
j
  q.n:Proof. Case 1. We consider first the situation s s P T whereU
 q. w xP T g k T is irreducible with inseparability degree q. Let d [
 .deg P T .
Step 1. Note that we can find a vector u g U such that U has a basis
of the form
s i u , 0 F i F qnd y 1, .
 .with f s u s 0.
 .Step 2. Let k be the splitting field of P T s 0 over k and G s
 .Gal krk be the Galois group.
Over k, we may write
P T s T y r T y r ??? T y r . .  .  .  .1 2 d
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Now extend the actions of s and each element of G to automorphisms
 .   . .of k V s k V m k by letting s act trivially on k and by letting g actk
 .trivially on k V for every g g G.
 .Clearly, sg s g s on k V for every g g G.
 4We may define an action of G on 1, 2,???, d by setting
g i s j if and only if g r s r . .  .i j
Step 3. For 1 F t F d, 0 F j F n y 1, 0 F i F q y 1, define
nq qu s P T r T y r u , 4 .  . .t , 0 , 0 t Tss
jqu s s y r u , . .t , j , 0 t t , 0 , 0
u s s i u . .t , j , i t , j , 0
Note that the definition of u , 1 F t F d, arises from an explicitt, 0, 0
construction of the isomorphism
d
nnq q qw x w xk T rP T , k T r P T rT y r . 4 .  .[ t
ts1
It is not difficult to verify that
u : 1 F t F d , 0 F j F n y 1, 0 F i F q y 1 4t , j , i
is a basis of U s U m k.k
Note that
s : u ¬ u ¬ u ¬ ??? ¬ ut , j , 0 t , j , 1 t , j , 2 t , j , qy1
sq y r u s u for 0 F j F n y 2 . .t t , j , i t , jq1, i
nqs y r u s 0 . .t t , 0 , i
g u s u for any g g G. .t , j , i g  t . , j , i
 .Step 4. Since f T divides the minimal polynomial of s , it followsW
 .that we can find a vector w g W such that f s w s 0 and the vectors
i .s w , 0 F i F qnd y 1, are linearly independent over k. The k-linear map
i : U k ª W km m
k k
s i u ¬ s i w .  .
is injective and i s s si.
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  ..In k P W [ U , define
X [ r ny jy1u ri u , .t , j , i t t , j , i t , ny1, i
j [ X : 1 F t F d , 0 F j F n y 1, 0 F i F q y 1 . 4t , j , i
Let b be a basis of W over k. Choose any vector w9 in b. Define
 4b * [ brw9: b g b , b / w9 .
  ..Then b * is a transcendence basis of k P W over k, and b * j j is a
  ..transcendence basis of k P V over k.
Note that
s : X ¬ X ¬ ??? ¬ Xt , j , 0 t , j , 1 t , j , qy1
sq X s X q X for 0 F j F n y 2 .t , j , i t , j , i t , jq1, i
s q X s X .t , ny1, i t , ny1, i
g X s X for any g g G. .t , j , i g  t . , j , i
Step 5. Define
j [ X : 1 F t F d , 0 F j F n y 1 , 40 t , j , 0
kj [ the k-subspace in k P V generated by j , . .0 0
kj [ the k-subspace in k P V generated by j . . .0 0
Note that G acts on j as a permutation group and therefore kj is a0 0
Galois G-module. Apply Theorem 3.2. We find a subset h of kj such0 0
that
h s Y : 1 F t F d , 0 F j F n y 1 , 40 t , j , 0
G
kj s kh , kh s kj , .0 0 0 0
g Y s Y for any g g G. .t , j , 0 t , j , 0
qStep 6. From Step 4, kj is invariant under the action of s . Since0
q q G .s g s g s for any g g G and kh s kj , it follows that kh is also0 0 0
invariant under the action of sq. Moreover, the invariant factors of sq ° kh0q qare the same as those of s ° kh , where s ° denotes the restriction of0 kh0
sq to the space kh .0
qFrom Step 4 again, the matrix of s on kj is nothing but the direct0
 .nsum of d copies of the Jordan block associated with T y 1 . Hence
q  .n:  .n:s ° s T y 1 [ ??? [ T y 1 .kh0
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Step 7. Define
h [ s i h for 0 F i F q y 1, .i 0
qy1
h [ h ,D i
is0
k h [ the subfield of k P V generated by h over k , .  . .0 0
k h [ the subfield of k P V generated by h over k . .  . .
  ..  .Since b * j j is a transcendence basis of k P V over k by Step 4 , so
is b * j h.
From Lemma 3.1 and Step 6, it is not difficult to see that
nqs ° s s T y 1 ) I. : .kh
Moreover, we find that
G Gk P V s k P V s k b * j h s k b * j h .  .  .  . .  .
s k b * ) k h s k P W ) k h . .  .  .  . .
  ..Hence, for the action of s on k P V , we get
nq :  :p s , p s )s T y 1 ) I : .W
qn :, p s )s T y 1 ) I : .W
as desired.
Case 2. In general, by the rational canonical form, we can decompose
U into
U s U [ U [ ??? [ U1 2 m
and
n jq js ° s P T . . ;U jj
Now, by Case 1, we find that
k P W [ U [ U [ ??? [ U s k P W [ U [ ??? [ U ) K , .  . .  .1 2 m 1 my1 m
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where the action of s on K is of the formm
q nm ms T y 1 ) I. : .
Applying Case 1 repeatedly, we find that
q n q n1 1 m m :  :p s , p s )s T y 1 ) ??? )s T y 1 ) I :  : .  .W
M :, p s )s T y 1 ) I by Lemma 3.1 , : .  .W
 4where M s max q n .j j j
 .  .THEOREM 3.4. Let s g GL V with minimal polynomial f T . Then
M :  :p s , p f T )s T y 1 ) I : .  .
for some integer M.
Proof. Decompose V as
V s V [ ??? [ V1 m
so that
sq ° s f T , : .V jj
 .  .  . <  .where f T s f T and f T f T for 1 F j F m y 1. Apply Theorem1 jq1 j
3.3.
 .  . w x  .THEOREM 3.5. Let g T , h T g k T . Suppose that g T is irreducible
 .  .and g T and h T are relati¨ ely prime. Then for n G 1, we ha¨e
n M :p g T h T , p g T h T )s T y 1 , 1 ) I :  : .  .  .  .  .
 .for some integer M. In fact, if q is the inseparability degree of g T , then
 .M s q n y 1 .
 .  q.  . w xProof. Step 1. Write g T s P T where P T g k T and q is the
 .  .  .inseparability degree of g T . Set d [ deg P T , d [ deg h T .
Let V be a vector space of dimension nqd q d over k. Let s be the
  .n  .:linear transformation on V with s s g T h T .
 .n  .Since g T and h T are relatively prime, it follows that V decomposes
 .  .   .n:into V s U [ W with s U ; U, s W ; W, and s ° s g T , s ° sU W
  .:h T . Thus we can find vectors u g U, w g W such that U and W have
bases over k of the forms
s i u : 0 F i F nqd y 1 and s i w : 0 F i F d y 1 , 4  4 .  .
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respectively, and with the property
n nqg s u s P s u s 0, h s w s 0. .  .  .  .  .  .
Step 2. Define
ny1qu [ P s u , .  .0
B [ s j u : 0 F j F qd y 1 , . 40 0
U [ the k-subspace in U generated by elements in B ,0 0
V [ U [ W .0 0
  q.:   q.  .:   .  .:Note that s ° s P T , s ° s P T h T s g T h T andU V0 0
  ..   ..   .n  .:thus the action of s on k P V and k P V are p g T h T and0
  .  .:p g T h T , respectively.
  ..We shall find transcendence bases b for k P V and b j v for0
  ..  .k P V such that the action of s on the field k v is the affine automor-
 .qny1. :phism s T y 1 , 1 ) I. The key idea of the proof is the same as that
in Theorem 3.3.
Step 3. Define k, G as in Step 2 of Case 1 in the proof of Theorem
 .3.3 without changing any notations . Again we can define an action of G
 4on 1, 2,???, d .
For 1 F t F d, 0 F j F n y 1, 0 F i F q y 1, define u as in Step 3 oft, j, i
Case 1 in the proof of Theorem 3.3. All the results of Step 3 therein are
still valid in the present situation.
 q .n .Step 4. By the definition of u and the fact s y r u s 0, it0 t t, 0, 0
is easy to check that
q qu s P T rT y r u . 4 .  .t , ny1, 0 t 0Tss
For 1 F t F d, 0 F j F n y 2, 0 F i F q y 1, define
X s r ny jy1u rut , j , i t t , j , i t , ny1, i
Y s u ru for i / 0 .t , i t , ny1, i t , ny1, iy1
Z s u ru for t / 1 .t t , ny1, 0 ty1, ny1, 0
j s X : 1 F t F d , 0 F j F n y 2, 0 F i F q y 1 4t , j , i
 4h s Y : 1 F t F d, 1 F i F q y 1 ,t , i
 4z s Z : 2 F t F d .t
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Let b be any non-zero vector of U . Define0
C [ s i w rb: 0 F i F d y 1 , 4 .
b [ h j z j C.
Then we find that
k P V s k P U [ W s k j j h j z j C s k j j b , .  .  .  . .  .
k P V s k P U [ W s k b . .  .  . .  .0 0
It is easy to verify that
s : X ¬ X ¬ ??? ¬ Xt , j , 0 t , j , 1 t , j , qy1
sq X s X q X for j / n y 2 , . .t , j , i t , j , i t , jq1, i
s q X s X q 1, .t , ny2, i t , ny2, i
g X s X for any g g G. .t , j , i g  t . , j , i
Thus kj is a Galois G-module. Apply Theorem 3.2. We can find a
subset v of kj such that
v [ W : 1 F t F d, 0 F j F n y 2, 0 F i F q y 1 , 4t , j , i
G
kj s kv , kv s kj , .
g W s W for any g g G. .t , j , i t , j , i
Step 5. By Step 4, the action of s on k [ kj is the direct sum of
 .qny1. :d-copies of the affine automorphism T y 1 , 1 . Thus the same
conclusion holds true also for the action of s on k [ kv. Applying Lemma
3.1, we obtain
 .q ny1<s , s T y 1 , 1 ) I. : .kv .
From Step 4, we find that
k P V s k P V ) k j s k P V ) k v . .  .  .  .  . .  .  .0 0
Hence we have
GGk P V s k P V s k P V ) k v .  .  .  . .  .  4 .0
G Gs k P V v s k P V v .  .  .  . 4 .  .0 0
s k P V v s k P V ) k v , .  .  .  . .  .0 0
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and
n  .q ny1 :p g T h T , p g T h T )s T y 1 , 1 ) I. :  : .  .  .  .  .
Now it is easy to deduce the following
 .THEOREM 3.6. Let s g GL V and the minimal polynomial of s be
n
nif T s f T , .  . i
is1
 .  .  . w xwhere f T , f T ,???, f T are distinct irreducible polynomials in k T and1 2 m
n G 1. Theni
M :  :p s , p f T f T ??? f T )s T y 1 , 1 ) I : .  .  .  .1 2 m
for some integer M.
4. THE NEGLIGIBILITY CRITERION
In this section we shall establish the main result of this paper.
 .THEOREM 4.1. Let s g GL V . Then
 :  :  :p s )p s , p s ) I.
  .:Proof. Case 1. We consider first the situation s s f T where
 . w xf T g k T is a square-free polynomial.
Step 1. Write
m
f T s g T , .  . j
js1
and
g T s P T q j. , .  .j j
 .  .where the g T are distinct irreducible polynomials for 1 F j F m, q j isj
 .  . w xthe inseparability degree of g T , and P T g k T is a separable irre-j j
 .  .ducible polynomial. Set d j [ deg P T for 1 F j F m.j
For each j, choose u g V such thatj
g s u s 0, .  .j j
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and
m
is u : 0 F i F q j d j y 1 . .  .  . 4D j
js1
is a basis of V
Step 2. Let k be the splitting field of
m
P T [ P T .  . j
js1
 .over k and let the factorization of P T over k be given byj
P T s T y r T y r ??? T y r . .  .  .  .j j , 1 j , 2 j , d j.
 .Let G s Gal krk be the Galois group of k over k. Now extend the
 .  .actions of s and each element of G to automorphisms of k V s k V mk
.  .k by letting s act trivially on k and by letting g act trivially on k V for
 .   ..every g g G. Clearly, as a subfield of k V , k P V is invariant under the
actions of s and G.
m  .  .As before, we define an action of G on the set D j, 1 , j, 2 , ??? ,js1
  ..4j, d j by setting
g j, t s j, t9 if and only if g g s g , .  .  .j , t j , t 9
  ..  .for each g g G. When j is fixed, we shall write j, g t for g j, t by
  .  .abusing the notations. Note that for j / j9, g j, t and g j9, t are differ-
 .   ..  .   .. .ent; thus the g t in j, g t may be different from the g t in j9, g t .
 .  .Step 3. For 1 F j F m, 1 F t F d j , 0 F i F q j y 1, define
q j. q j.u [ P T rT y r u , .  . 4j , t , 0 j j , t jTss
and
u [ s i u . .j , t , i j , t , 0
It is clear that
u : 1 F j F m , 1 F t F d j , 0 F i F q j y 1 .  . 4j , t , i
is a basis of V s V m k. Moreover, s and G act ask
s : u ¬ u ¬ ??? ¬ u ¬ r u ,j , t , 0 j , t , 1 j , t , q j.y1 j , t j , t , 0
g : u ¬ u , for any g g G.j , t , i j , g  t . , i
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Note that we ``identify'' u with u ; thus, the reader may guess thej, t, i  j, t ., i
meaning of u .j, g  t ., i
 .  .Step 4. For 1 F j F m, 1 F t F d j , 1 F i F q j y 1, define
Y [ u ruj , t , i j , t , i j , t , iy1
Z [ u ru for t / 1 .j , t j , t , 0 j , ty1, 0
X [ u ru for j / 1 .j j , 1 , 0 1, 1, 0
and let
h s Y : 1 F j F m , 1 F t F d j , 1 F i F q j y 1 , .  . 4j , t , i
z s Z : 1 F t F m , 2 F t F d j , . 4j , t
j s X : 2 F j F m , 4j
b s h j z j j .
  ..Then b is a transcendence basis of k P V over k and the actions of s
and G on b are given as
 .q j y1
s : Y ¬ Y ¬ ??? ¬ Y ¬ r Yj , t , 1 j , t , 2 j , t , q j.y1 j , t j , t , i
is1
s : Z ¬ Z Y rY .j , t j , t j , t , 1 j , ty1, 1
s : X ¬ X Y rY .j j j , 1 , 1 1, 1, 1
g : Y ¬ Yj , t , i j , g  t . , i
g : Z ¬ u ruj , t j , g  t . , 0 j , g  ty1. , 0
g : X ¬ u ruj j , g 1. , 0 1, g 1. , 0
for every g g G.
 :  :Step 5. Because we shall consider the behavior of p s )p s , let's
take another copy of V. Call it V 9 and endow the same actions of s and G
 .on k V 9 .
In every occurrence of
V 9, u9, Y 9, Z9, X 9, h9, z 9, j 9, b9,
 .where the subscripts if any are omitted, we assume the meaning and the
actions of s and G on them are obvious, because they are copied from the
corresponding
V , u , Y , Z, X , h , z , j , b .
  ..   ..Note that b j b9 is a transcendence basis of k P V ) k P V 9 over k.
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 .  .Step 6. For 1 F j F m, 1 F t F d j , 1 F i F q j y 1, define
y [ Y rY Xj , t , i j , t , i j , t , i
z [ Z rZX for t / 1 .j , t j , t j , t
x [ X rX X for j / 1 .j j j
and let
h s y : 1 F j F m , 1 F t F d j , 1 F i F q j y 1 .  . 4Ä j , t , i
Äz s z : 1 F j F m , 2 F t F d j . 4j , t
Äj s x : 2 F j F m 4j
Ä Ä Äb s h j z j j .Ä
We find that
Äk P V ) k P V 9 s k b ) k b . .  .  . .  .  .
Ä .Step 7. We shall change the variables of k b to ``simplify'' the
Ä .action of s and G on k b .
 .  .For 1 F j F m, 1 F t F d j , 1 F i F q j y 1, define
D [ 1 q y q y y q ??? qy y ??? yj , t j , t , 1 j , t , 1 j , t , 2 j , t , 1 j , t , 2 j , t , q j.y1
y [ y y ??? y rD .Äj , t , i j , t , 1 j , t , 2 j , t , i j , t
Then
s : D ¬ D ryj , t j , t j , t , 1
 .q j y1
s : y ¬ y ¬ ??? ¬ y ¬ 1 y y .Ä Ä Ä Äj , t , 1 j , t , 2 j , t , q j.y1 j , t , i
is1
Note that
 .q j y11
q y s 1.Ä j , t , iD j , t is1
  . 4 Thus y : 1 F i F q j y 1 is a transcendence basis of k y : 1 F i FÄj, t, i j, t, i
 . .q j y 1 over k. Moreover, the order of the restriction of s to k[
q j.y1  .[ k ? y is q j .Ä 5j , t , iis1
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 .For 1 F j F m, 2 F t F d j , define
z [ z D rD .Äj , t j , t j , t j , ty1
It is not difficult to verify that
s z s z .Ä Ä .j , t j , t
For 1 F j F m, define
D [ 1 q z q z z q ??? qz z ??? zÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Äj j , 2 j , 2 j , 3 j , 2 j , 3 j , d j.
w [ z ? z ??? z rD for t / 1 .Ä Ä Äj , t j , 2 j , 3 j , t j
x [ x D D rD D for j / 1 . .Äj j j j , 1 1 1, 1
We find again that
s w s w and s x s x . . Ä Ä .j , t j , t j j
Let a be defined as
a [ y : 1 F j F m , 1 F t F d j , 1 F i F q j y 1 .  . 4Äj , t , i
j w : 1 F j F m , 2 F t F d j j x : 2 F j F m . .  4 4 Äj , t j
Ä .  .Then b j a is a transcendence basis of k b ) k b over k.
 .Step 8. We shall consider the action of G on k a . More precisely,
we shall show that, for each g g G,
 .   .4i g is a permutation on y : 1 F t F d j ;Äj, t, i
 . d j.ii k [ [ k ? w is invariant under the action of g ; 5j , tts2
 .  .iii g x s x .Ä Äj j
From Step 3, we find that G is a permutation group permuting the set
  .  . 4u : 1 F j F m, 1 F t F d j , 0 F i F q j y 1 and, for each j, i, the setj, t, i
  .4u : 1 F t F d j is invariant under the action of G.j, t, i
   .For 1 F j F m, we define r , t g Aut k u : 1 F j F m, 1 F t F d j ,j j k j, t, i
 . .0 F i F q j y 1 by
r : u ¬ u ¬ ??? ¬ u ¬ uj j , 1 , i j , 2 , i j , d j. , i j , 1 , i
t : u ¬ u ¬ uj j , 1 , i j , 2 , i j , 1 , i
t u s u for 3 F t F d j . .  .j j , t , i j , t , i
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Ä  4  .Let G be the group generated by r , t : 1 F j F m . Then k a is aj j
subfield of the field
L [ k u ruX : 1 F j F m , 1 F t F d j , 0 F i F q j y 1 .  . .j , t , i j , t , i
Ä  .and G is a subgroup of G as a subgroup of Aut L . Thus, if we show thatk
the actions of r and t satisfy the three properties listed at the beginningj j
of this step, then the action of G satisfies the same properties automati-
cally.
From the definition of
Y , Z, X , y , z , x , D , D , y , z , w , xÄ Ä Ä
given in Steps 4, 6, and 7, where the subscripts are omitted, it is routine to
verify that the action of r is given byj
Y ¬ Y ¬ ??? ¬ Y ¬ Y for i / 0 , .j , 1 , i j , 2 , i j , d j. , i j , 1 , i
 .d j
Z ¬ Z ¬ ??? ¬ Z ¬ 1 Z for t / 1 , .j , 2 j , 3 j , d j. j , t
ts2
X ¬ X Z rZ for j / 1 ; .j j j , 2 1, 2
and similar formulae hold for y , z and x . Hence we find the actionj, t, i j, t j
of r is given byj
D ¬ D ¬ ??? ¬ D ¬ Dj , 1 j , 2 j , d j. j , 1
y ¬ y ¬ ??? ¬ y ¬ yÄ Ä Ä Äj , 1 , i j , 2 , i j , d j. , i j , 1 , i
 .d j
z ¬ z ¬ ??? ¬ z ¬ 1 zÄ Ä Ä Äj , 2 j , 3 j , d j. j , t
ts2
D ¬ D rzÄj j j , 2
w ¬ w ¬ ??? ¬ w ¬ 1 y w y w y ??? ywj , 2 j , 3 j , d j. j , 2 j , 3 j , d j.
x ¬ x .Ä Äj j
Similar arguments work for t . Hence the result.j
Step 9. From Steps 7 and 8, x is fixed by s and G.Äj
From Step 7, w is fixed by s. Moreover, from Step 8, the action of Gj, t
d j.on k [ [ k ? w is affine. Hence, applying Theorem 1.3, we can find 5j , tts2
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w such thatÄj, t
 .  .d j d j
k [ k ? w s k [ k ? w ,Ä[ [j , t j , t 5  5ts2 ts2
and
each w is fixed by G.Äj , t
Obviously w is fixed by s also.Äj, t
From Step 8, the action of G on [d j. k ? y is linear. ApplyingÄj, t, its1
Theorem 1.3 again, we can find ¨ such thatÄj, t, 1
 .  .d j d j
k ? y s k ? ¨Ä Ä[ [j , t , 1 j , t , 1
ts1 ts1
each ¨ is fixed by G.Äj , t , 1
Define
¨ [ s iy1 ¨Ä Ä .j , t , i j , t , 1
 .for 2 F i F q j y 1.
Since sg s g s for any g g G, it follows that each ¨ is fixed by G.Äj, t, i
 .Moreover, from the action of s on y Step 7 , we find thatÄj, t, i
k [ [k ? y s k [ [k ? ¨ ,Ä Ä 5  5j , t , i j , t , i
where the subscripts in both sides of the above formula run over 1 F t F
 .  .d j , 1 F i F q j y 1. The action of s on the above vector space is affine
 .of order q j by Step 7 again.
Call
a [ ¨ : 1 F j F m , 1 F t F d j , 1 F i F q j y 1 .  . 4Ä0 j , t , i
j w : 1 F j F m , 2 F t F d j j x : 2 F j F m , .  4 4Ä Äj , t j
V [ [k ? ¨ , where 1 F t F d j , 1 F i F q j y 1. .  .Äj j , t , i
Thus we find that
G
k P V ) k P V 9 s k P V ) k P V 9 .  .  .  . .  .  .  . 4
GÄs k b ) k b . 4 .
G
s k b ) k a .  . 4
G
s k b ) k a .  . 40
G
s k P V ) k a .  . . 40
s k P V ) k a . .  . . 0
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 .Since the action of s on each k [ V is the direct sum of d j copies ofj
 .q j.y1 :T y 1 , 1 , applying Lemma 3.1 we find that the action of s on
 .k V can be simplified asj
 .q j y1
s T y 1 , 1 ) I. : .
  . 4Let q [ max q j : 1 F j F m . Applying Lemma 3.1 again, we find that
 .the action of s on k V [ V [ ??? [ V can be written as1 2 m
qy1
s T y 1 , 1 ) I. : .
  ..   ..In conclusion, on k P V ) k P V 9 , we have
qy1 :  :  :p s )p s , p s )s T y 1 , 1 ) I. : .
Step 10. In Step 9, without loss of generality, we may assume that
 .q s q 1 .
Recall the definition of Y in Step 4. Definej, t, i
 .d 1
Y [ Y g k P V for 1 F i F q 1 y 1, .  . .i 1, t , i
ts1
 . . q 1 y1d 1
Y [ r Y g k P V . . . 0 1, t 1, t , i 5is1ts1
From Step 4, we find that
s : Y ¬ Y ¬ ??? ¬ Y ¬ Y ¬ Y1 2 q1.y1 0 1
g Y s Y , g Y s Y for any g g G. .  .i i 0 0
G  ..    .. . Thus Y , Y g k P V s k P V and the action of s on k Y ,0 i 0
.  .Y ,???, Y is a faithful cyclic group of order q 1 s q.1 q1.y1
 .qy1 :Now the action of s on the vector spae W [ s T y 1 , 1 is affine
and of order q. Applying Theorem 1.3 to the space W m k Y , Y , ??? ,k 0 1
.   ..  .Y , which is contained in k P V ) k a . Hence we find thatq1.y1 0
 :  :  :p s )p s , p s ) I.
Case 2. For the general case, suppose that
 :s s f T , f T ,???, f T , .  .  .1 2 n
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 . w x  . <  .where f T g k T and f T f T for 2 F j F n. Writej j jy1
l l1 mf T s g T ??? g T , .  .  .1 1 m
 .  . w xwhere g T ,???, g T g k T are distinct irreducible polynomials and1 m
l G 1. Definei
g T [ g T ??? g T . .  .  .1 m
Then
M1 :  :p s , p f T )s T y 1 ) I by Theorem 3.4 : .  .  .1
M2 :, p g T )s T y 1 , 1 : .  .
M1)s T y 1 ) I by Theorem 3.5 . : .  .
Hence
 :  :p s )p s
M M2 1 :  :, p g T )s T y 1 , 1 )s T y 1 )p g T :  : .  .  .  .
M M2 1)s T y 1 , 1 )s T y 1 ) I :  : .  .
 :  :, p g T )p g T .  .
M M2 1)s T y 1 , 1 )s T y 1 ) I by Lemma 3.1 :  : .  .  .
M M2 1 :, p g T )s T y 1 , 1 )s T y 1 ) I by Case 1 :  : .  .  .  .
 :, p s ) I
as desired.
COROLLARY 4.2. Let V be a finite-dimensional ¨ector space o¨er k and a
be an affine automorphism on k [ V. Then
 :  :  :s a )s a , s a ) I.
Proof. Write ``the rational canonical form'' of a as
 :  :a s f , c [ ??? [ f , c .1 1 m m
We shall consider the case m s 1 only. The general situation can be
 :  . .worked out similarly. Hence we assume that a s f , c and f a e s c
where e g V is a generator of a , and n [ deg f.
 .  .In the n q 1 -dimensional space V [ k ? e , define s g GL V [ k ? e0 0
 . i . i .  . .  :by s e s e , s e s a e for 1 F i F n y 1, f s e s ce . Then p s0 0 0
 :, s a . Hence the result.
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